SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT AND ADVISORY STAFF
TOR

1. The team would be responsible through the Policy and Strategy Advisor to the Hd of the ORHA communications team for the establishment and operation of a frequency management system on behalf of the future interim civilian administration of Iraq.

2. The team tasks would include, but not be limited to the following:

   Write and agree with the Communications Policy and Strategy Advisor a mission statement, a policy statement, program objectives and priorities for frequency management from now through until the establishment of an Interim Iraqi Government.

   Produce of an interim spectrum management procedure to take account of civil and military spectrum requirements.

   Build and operate an Interim spectrum allocation and allotment process.

   Develop a national spectrum management database in electronic and paper format.

   Implement an interim monitoring and policing function within the sovereign territory of Iraq.

   Perform direct liaison with Military Spectrum Managers (To be determined by Centcom).

   Generate a draft spectrum policy for consideration by the Interim Iraqi Government.

   Develop work to support the introduction of a future spectrum licensing procedure.

3. This would require the team to engage, when possible and appropriate, the residual Iraqi Transport and Communication Ministry staffs with a view to involving them with the regulatory, policy and allotment issues.
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